
Remote Learning Lesson 

• You need to answer each question. Follow on from the sentence 
starters. 

• Anything you research must be put into your own words DO NOT 
COPY AND PASTE FROM THE INTERNET!

• Once you have completed all the tasks you need to save your work 
with your name 



Brain in Gear

• Research Human Rights and.
• Pick 5 that you think a criminal  SHOULD be entitled to.
• Pick 5 that you think a criminal SHOULD NOT be entitled to.

• EXTENSION: give reasons why next to each one.



The Fair Treatment of Criminals

• Learning Focus: 
• To understand the importance of the fair treatment of criminals.

• Learning Outcomes:
• I can compare and contrast different religious views on the treatment of 

criminals.
• I can then construct my own argument based on this comparison.
• I can justify this argument, with reasons, to debate with others.

Friday, March 12, 2021



Do your ideas match the law?

The Government website says:
Prisoners have rights, including:
•protection from bullying 
and racial harassment
•being able to get in contact with a solicitor
•healthcare - including support for a mental health condition
•All prisoners should be able to spend between 30 minutes and an hour outside in 
the open air each day.
•Prisoners DO NOT have the right to vote

Do you agree 
with this?



Read the article about the torture of the 
juvenile offenders in Australia, and then answer 

the following questions.

1. Does it change your mind on which human 
rights you would give or take away from 
criminals?

2. Do you think the treatment of these young 
offenders was fair? Why/why not?

3. What do you think should happen to the 
people who worked there?

4. Why might someone believe that we need to 
protect criminals?

5. Why might someone disagree with them?

Article 
5

Skim, Scan 
Hightlight



Information for prior slide & questions
• Australia's prime minister has called a royal commission after a TV investigation showed prison guards assaulting boys in juvenile detention.

•

• The Four Corners programme showed footage of teenage offenders stripped naked, assaulted and tear gassed.

•

• One of the boys was hooded and cuffed to a mechanical restraint chair wearing a "spit hood".

• shows a prison guard apparently hitting a juvenile detainee

• Much of the programme, broadcast by the Australian Broadcasting Corps (ABC), focused on treatment of a boy who was assaulted, stripped naked and kept in 
solitary confinement between 2010 and 2012, when he was aged between 13 and 14.

• At one stage the boy was transferred to an adult prison and strapped to a restraint chair while wearing a hood for almost two hours.

• The boy was also among a group of six children who were tear gassed at the Don Dale centre in 2014.

•

• Barrister John Lawrence compared the treatment of the children to Guantanamo Bay.

•

• "We're talking about kids that are being shackled with handcuffs on their ankles, their wrists, their waist areas. They're being shackled to chairs," he told Four 
Corners.

• "This is actually happening in Australia in 2016."

• "If one of us were to have been found to have treated our children in this way we would probably be charged with a criminal offence and the children taken away 
from us."

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2016/07/25/4504895.htm


Islam and the fair treatment of criminals

• How do Muslims respond to 
crime in society and those who 
commit crime?

• Many Muslims are concerned 
with the welfare of prisoners. 
They may campaign for prison 
reform, visit prisoners, or vote for 
a political party that reflects their 
views on justice and equality.

• They also believe in Situation 
Ethics – what does this mean?

The Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) 
said;

“Prevent punishment in case of doubt, release 
the accused if possible, for it is better that the 
ruler be guilty of the wrong of forgiving than 
the wrong of punishment.” 

What do you think this quote means?

The ‘ruler’ must be 100% sure that the 
person committed the crime, in order to 
be FAIR.



Mosaic – Islamic Relief charity supporting young offenders.

Skim, scan & highlight the 
document on the Islamic Relief 

charity ‘Mosaic’.

1. What do ‘Mosaic’ want to 
achieve?

2. How are they supporting 
young offenders?

3. Do criminals deserve a 
mentor?

4. Can turning to religion help 
people live a better life?

Struggle Task



Islamic Relief supports Mosaic’s Muslim Young Offenders Mentoring Programme
• In addition to Islamic Relief’s many fundraising initiatives around the world, they are now supporting Mosaic’s Prison Mentoring Programme as 

their first ever UK-focused fundraising project.
• Mosaic’s Mentoring Programme for young Muslim offenders was established two years ago, in partnership with Muslim Youth Helpline and 

Business in the Community, to provide focused support and mentoring opportunities to Muslim prisoners around the vulnerable period of 
transition from custody back into community.

•
• The period of transition from custody to community can be a difficult one, particularly for individuals lacking support. Re-offending rates for young 

people leaving prison remain high but by obtaining employment and accommodation upon release and having strong support structures in place, 
reduces the likelihood of re-offending. Trained mentors, such as those provided by Mosaic can help individuals to access housing and employment 
as well as helping mentees to stay positive when things are not going so well.

•
• As part of a wider formal partnership between Mosaic and Islamic Relief, Islamic Relief will support a dedicated fundraising campaign to support 

the prisons programme. Islamic Relief believes it is necessary to address the particular difficulties faced by Muslim prisoners returning to their
communities.

•
• Jehangir Malik, Islamic Relief’s UK Director, said: “In these difficult financial times, such efforts are needed more than ever and organisations like 

Mosaic and Islamic Relief have to work more closely in partnership to maximise resources in order to deliver high quality work.”
•
• The programme runs in London, the Midlands, the North West and Yorkshire Humber and supports 16 to 30 year-old offenders at the end of their 

custodial sentence, providing them with a trained mentor to support them through the difficult transition back into society and, particularly, the 
workplace.

•
• Mentors meet their mentee 3 to 6 months before release and will use the custodial mentoring period to establish a relationship that will sustain 

during the community phase of mentoring. The Community phase will last for a similar period of 3 to 6 months and will build on the work done 
during the first phase. Mentors are trained by Mosaic prior to beginning mentoring and are supported at all times throughout the duration of the 
relationship. Mentors will primarily assist mentees through the provision of emotional and practical support, seeking education/employment 
opportunities as well as general support around housing, debt and related issues.

• Jonathan Freeman, National Director of Mosaic UK, said: “I am delighted to see Mosaic’s Prison Mentoring Programme supported by Islamic Relief 
as their first ever UK-focused fundraising project. This is exactly the sort of joined up, partnership working that can deliver real change to 
vulnerable communities.”



Extension Task

• Collect a booklet from the front labelled: “THE RELIGIOUS RIGHTS 
AND DUTIES OF MUSLIM INMATES IN PRISONS”, read it, and answer 
the following questions:

1.Do you think everyone should have the right to practice their religion 
in prison?

2.What issues/problems could you foresee with prisons having to 
follow this document? Try and list 5, and explain why.

3.Which of the rules would be easier/more difficult to follow and why?



Exam Question

• B) Explain two Muslim views on the treatment of criminals, you 
must refer to a source of wisdom or authority in your answer (5 
marks).

• Some Muslims believe that criminals should be treated fairly because (1)… For 
example (1)… This is was shown/said/written (1)…

• Muslims also believe that criminals should be treated fairly because (1)… For 
example (1)…

PA by:
Mark out of 5:
WWW:
EBI:

Remember you 
only have 5 

minutes!



The Fair Treatment of Criminals

• Learning Focus: 

• To understand the importance of the fair treatment of criminals.

• Learning Outcomes:

• I can compare and contrast different religious views on the treatment of criminals.
• I can then construct my own argument based on this comparison.

• I can justify this argument, with reasons, to debate with others.

Friday, March 12, 2021
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